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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

A Method for Adapting a Program Analysis Tool

to Multiple Source Languages

by

James J. Hayes

Master of Science in Computer Science

University of California, San Diego, 1998

Professor William G. Griswold, Chair

By providing information about system architecture and object usage, program

analysis tools can give useful assistance in understanding software systems when

performing tasks such as restructuring, enhancement, and module replacement.  To be

most useful, these tools need to adapt easily to different source languages.  However,

program analysis tools are usually tailored to one particular representation of programs

written in one particular source language, making adaptation to other languages costly.

This thesis discusses an approach for easing the process of adapting a program

analysis tool to different source languages.  Our approach involves modifying the tool

to work with existing program representations available from compilers or other

sources.  As part of this modification, we restructure the tool to limit its interaction

with the underlying program representation to a small adaptation module interface

comprised of two sets of functions: representation functions that synthesize
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information required by the tool about objects in the representation and language

functions that determine program constructs of interest to the tool.  Hiding

representation and language details behind an adaptation module interface in this

manner isolates the changes needed to adapt the tool to a different program

representation that supports a different language.

We have applied this approach to the StarTool program analysis tool

developed at UCSD.  Defining an adaptation module has facilitated retargeting this

tool to independent AST generators for C and Ada and to an AST representation of

Tcl/Tk programs.  Our work shows that defining our adaptation module interface in

terms of specific requirements of StarTool, rather than in terms of general-purpose

queries, significantly eases the process of retargeting the tool to additional

representations and languages.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

1. Maintaining Unfamiliar Software

Programmers often need to understand unfamiliar software.  Because a

successful software system continues to be used long after its original designers have

moved on, programmers who have no prior knowledge of the software are called upon

to add enhancements, correct errors, improve efficiency, or perform other maintenance

activities.  Documentation relating to the system architecture is often out-of-date or

missing altogether.  In order to perform maintenance tasks, programmers must be able

to characterize the usage of objects of a system, determine the relationship between

system modules, and identify all code that must be modified in order to incorporate a

desired change.

2. Program Analysis Tools

 Program analysis tools attempt to provide the detailed information about the

usage of and relationship between system constructs that is required to make software

maintenance decisions.  Tools such as Rigi [Müll93], SeeSoft [Eick92], and Unravel

[Lyle97] help a programmer to discover the architecture of a system and to plan
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modifications to the software.  By summarizing information collected from the system

as a whole, program analysis tools can significantly reduce the amount of time needed

by a programmer to understand a system well enough to begin making changes.

For program analysis tools to be most useful, they must be able to analyze

programs written in varied source languages.  Systems that benefit the most from such

analysis, especially legacy programs, are often written in multiple or proprietary

programming languages.  Information pertinent to the tool's analysis may be available

as the product of other program analysis utilities or as a byproduct of compilation.

Recent automated program representation builders such as Ponder [Gris95], IRIS

[Bake88], and Eli [Gray92] hold the potential of significantly simplifying the process

of retargeting program analysis tools to different languages.

 However, a program analysis tool is no easier to modify than any other

software system.  Extensive knowledge of a tool’s program representation is often

widely spread throughout its implementation.  This means that adapting the tool to a

different language with different syntactic and semantic characteristics requires, at

best, extensive effort to identify the language-dependent portions of the code, or, at

worst, rewriting the tool from scratch.  The amount of necessary code rework often

leads to unacceptably long adaptation times for all but the simplest analysis tools.
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We encountered this problem with StarTool [Gris96a], a program analysis tool

developed in the Software Evolution Laboratory at UCSD.  This program presents

users with a visual representation of the use of objects (typically identifiers) in a C

program.  By noting repeated contexts in which an object is referenced, the tool user

can identify likely abstractions to be used when remodularizing a system.  We wished

to produce variations of StarTool that would allow the analysis of programs written in

languages other than C.  However, detailed knowledge of StarTool’s C-specific

program representation is spread throughout the tool’s 58,000 lines of source code,

making adaptation to other languages difficult and time-consuming.

3. The Program Family Model

Parnas calls collections of programs that differ in some set of architectural

design decision program families [Parn76].  These related systems form a tree of

design decisions, where the leaves in the tree represent the programs and the branch

points represent divergence between two or more programs on some design decision.

Branch points that occur closer to the root of the tree indicate decisions made early in

the design process and affect many programs in the family, while branch points closer

to the leaves indicate later decisions that affect only a few.  Since later decisions

depend on those made earlier and affect fewer family members, attempts to change

early design decisions involve significantly more work than do attempts to change

later decisions.
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Figure 1 shows the family tree for a hypothetical collection of seven compilers

that share common modules, some of which provide support for object-oriented

programming (OOP).  The placement of the choice of target machine at the lowest

internal level of the tree indicates that this design decision is well isolated within the

software architecture of each family member.  Adding a new member to the family,

such as a C++ compiler for machine Z, should not require any modifications to

existing members.  On the other hand, any change to the OOP support modules is

likely to require modifications to three family members—YSmall, XC++, and YC++.

Figure 1: A Software Family Tree for a Collection of Related Compilers

When applying Parnas's program families model to program analysis tools, the

desire to easily adapt to different languages leads to the belief that this should be

Smalltalk

Yes NoOOP Support?

C++ C AdaSource Language

X X ZTarget Machine

XC++ YC++ ZAdaYSmall XC YC ZC

Y Y
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among the last choices made.  Delaying this choice allows the analysis portions of the

tool to be designed and developed without regard to the target language.  Different

members of the tool family incorporate different languages as the final step in their

design.

B. Methods for Delaying Language Choice

1. Text-Based Analysis

A number of program analysis tools achieve language independence by

treating source files as a series of lines or tokens, thus ignoring the issue of target

language altogether.  Such tools locate items of interest to the user by searching the

source text for user-specified patterns.  This straightforward approach can yield a great

deal of useful information.  Most Unix programmers rely heavily on grep, the best-

known tool in this category, when analyzing software.  LSME [Murp96], possibly the

most sophisticated tool that takes this approach, provides facilities for detecting

complex, multi-line patterns.

However, this approach has obvious limitations, since a large number of useful

analyses require context-specific information than cannot be supplied using lexical

pattern matching.  For example, a pattern-matching approach cannot differentiate

multiple declarations of the same identifier, making it impossible to collect all

references to a single variable using this method alone.  Other analyses require the
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detection of text that is not contained in source files—for example, C switch

statements that are missing a default case.  Providing answers for these kinds of

queries requires incorporating language grammar rules in the analysis.

2. Common Program Representations

To break the complexity of translation into manageable pieces, compilers

transform source programs into one or more intermediate program representations.

Typical representations include abstract syntax trees (ASTs), three-address code, and

basic block graphs.  Figure 2 illustrates this process of stepwise transformation.  Each

representation, in turn, incorporates additional details about the program while

discarding some source-specific information.  For example, the initial transformation

from source text to an AST emphasizes the hierarchical structure of the program and

filters out information about text placement and program comments that is

unimportant to the remainder of the translation.

 Retargetable compilers ease the process of adapting to different languages by

defining a common intermediate program representation.  Language-specific

translators transform source programs into this common representation, then pass the

result to language-independent components for additional translation.  For example,

separate compilers for C, Cobol, and Fortran may each produce the same three-address

code that they each pass to a common piece of software for optimization and
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translation into object code.  Under ideal circumstances, a common program

representation can be used to join multiple language-specific parsers to multiple

architecture-specific code generators.  Allowing for the reuse of translation phases in

this manner can significantly reduce the effort that is required to develop new

compilers for additional languages and architectures.

Figure 2: Intermediate Program Representations Used by a Compiler

Although program analysis tools often use the same program representations as

compilers, providing retargetability through the use of a common representation works

poorly with these tools.  Developing software to translate a new source language into a

common representation can require months of effort.  Compilers can recover this

investment by reusing the complex code modules that perform the remainder of the

translation.  In contrast, development of the source translator can consume the bulk of

the time required to write a new version of a program analysis tool.  Also,

programmers must be able to closely relate information produced by a software

analysis tool to the source text in order to understand an existing software system.

Common representations must store information about the program in a language-

neutral fashion, and the loss of language-specific detail from a common program

representation limits the amount of information about the source text that a user can
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derive from the tool.  As one example, although a common representation may support

the general concept of program looping constructs, it is unlikely to distinguish C do

loops from while loops.  To the user, however, the distinction between loop bodies that

are guaranteed to be executed at least once and those that might never be executed

may be of great importance.

3. Reusing Existing Program Representations

Genoa [Deva98] uses an interesting variation of the common representation

approach.  Genoa is a software framework that allows rapid development of small,

special-purpose program analysis tools.  Each instantiation of Genoa is a language-

specific query program that allows users to traverse and extract information from an

AST representation of source programs.  GEN++ [Deva94], for example, is the Genoa

instantiation that allows the analysis of programs written in C++.  Although the

structure of the Genoa AST is language-independent, the framework allows language-

specific information to be embedded in the AST nodes, thus avoiding the problems

with language-neutral representations discussed above.  Programmers develop special-

purpose analysis tools by writing queries that examine the Genoa representation.

Since both the AST structure and the query language are source language independent,

the general framework of Genoa-based tools may be reused when adapting them to

another Genoa-supported source language.
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If each Genoa instantiation translated source programs directly into ASTs, then

the Genoa approach to language adaptability would be little different from the

retargetable compiler approach discussed above.  Instead, each instantiation of Genoa

depends upon an existing program representation defined by a compiler.  The process

of instantiating Genoa for a new language involves writing a specification that allows

translating queries of its language-independent program representation into queries of

the compiler’s representation.  This approach reuses the considerable effort already

invested in developing the compiler’s program translation code.  Many compilers

provide facilities for retaining a program representation generated during compilation.

In other situations the compiler representation can be reused by incorporating the code

that produces it into the Genoa instantiation.  Note that, since the goal of Genoa-based

tools is to convey information to users about source programs, it matters little which

compiler provides the program representation for a Genoa instantiation.  For example,

a program analysis tool based on GEN++, which depends on the CFront parser, can

extract information equally well from programs intended for g++ or Visual C++.1

Devanbu reports that Genoa instantiations generally require a 1000–2000 line

specification and up to two months to develop.  Although this is considerably less time

and code than would be needed to develop a language parser from scratch, it still

represents a considerable effort.  Much of the complexity of the instantiation process

stems from the large amount of information carried in the Genoa program

                                                          
1 Although GEN++ will need access to compiler-specific header files.
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representation.  The goal of Genoa is to provide support for the rapid development of

many small analysis tools, so the information contained in the Genoa AST must

support a variety of diverse queries.  To provide this information, the programmer

responsible for adapting Genoa to a new language must first learn the supporting

compiler representation in great detail, then write specifications that allow the

translation of queries.  Both of these steps can take considerable time for a complex

program representation.

4. Tool-Specific Program Representation Reuse

The Genoa approach of reusing compiler program representations could easily

be applied more narrowly.  An individual program analysis tool that used this

approach could extract from the compiler’s representation only that information

pertinent to its particular analysis.  The limited amount of representation-specific

information that is required to support a single tool would allow the

tool/representation interface to be correspondingly small, providing for easy

replacement.  This approach would have the advantages of Genoa’s program

representation reuse without requiring the amount of time needed to provide support

for diverse queries.
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C. Hypothesis

We hypothesize that structuring a program analysis tool to allow it to use

existing program representations will significantly reduce the amount of time required

to produce related tools that can analyze additional source languages.  Because we

intend to replace the program representation each time we adapt the tool to a new

source language, this structuring will require that we isolate knowledge of the source

language and supporting program representation within an adaptation module.  This

module will fulfill requests for services made by the analysis portions of the tool using

facilities provided by the existing program representation.  Because this adaptation

module will consist of only a few small routines, it can easily be replaced in order to

adapt the tool to a different program representation.

D. Approach

We decided to test our hypothesis on StarTool, the program analysis tool

mentioned above.  An obvious difficulty in applying Parnas’s program families model

in this case was that Parnas envisioned developing program families during the initial

design of software systems, whereas we wished to build a family from an existing

tool.  Griswold developed an approach, termed "just-in-time architecture," that allows

program families to be built from existing software [Gris96b].  In this approach, once

a design decision that must be changed is identified, a systematic restructuring of the
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software is performed.  The restructuring programmer first develops an abstract

interface that hides details of the design decision, then rewrites program code that

relies upon the decision in terms of this new abstract interface.  This restructuring

isolates, in a separate module of the architecture, the software that implements the

original design decision, making it possible to change that decision without further

perturbing the remainder of the system.

By restructuring StarTool to provide for the reuse of existing program

representations, we hoped to provide an architecture that could be used to add new

StarTool family members with much less time and effort than would be required to

write new versions from scratch.  As our basis for comparison, we used Elbereth

[Korm98], a version of StarTool that analyzes Java source programs.  Although

Korman used the original StarTool program as a model for Elbereth’s user interface,

he developed the architecture of the new tool without reference to the existing sources.

Development of Elbereth required approximately 3½ months’ work and 9000 lines of

code2.

E. Results

Isolating the representation-dependent code required approximately three

months of work.  During this restructuring we developed an adaptation module

                                                          
2An additional 27,000 lines of auto-generated code in Elbereth performs source-to-AST translation.
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interface, consisting of 14 functions, that hid details of the program representation

from the analysis portion of the tool.  Using this interface, we replaced the tool’s

representation of C source programs with one generated by an automated program

representation builder.  A second phase of the restructuring added six functions to the

adaptation module interface in order to provide language independence and generated

versions of the tool for Tcl/Tk and Ada source programs.  Development of each of

these versions required less than two weeks’ work.  Implementation of the adaptation

module in the C, Tcl/Tk, and Ada versions required fewer than 4000 lines of source

code altogether.

During the restructuring process we discovered that defining the adaptation

module interface in terms of specific requirements of StarTool, rather than in terms of

general representation and source language features, eases implementation and

provides better support for optimization.  This discovery contradicts our earlier

expectation that a low-level interface would provide for easier adaptation.  A tool-

oriented interface gives adapters flexibility in deciding how to use the features of a

particular program representation to implement the adaptation module.

F. Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.  Chapter II describes the

function and architecture of StarTool.  We highlight particular aspects of the
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architecture that hindered adaptation to other program representations and source

languages.  In Chapter III we describe our two-stage restructuring process that isolated

first the representation-specific, then the source language-specific, portions of the tool.

Chapter IV presents our analysis of the results of the restructuring.  Chapter V

summarizes our efforts and presents topics for further study.
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CHAPTER II: THE STARTOOL PROGRAM

The goal of our project was to modify the StarTool architecture in such a way

as to ease the production of additional versions of the tool.  Each of these new versions

would analyze software written in some program other than C, but would otherwise be

functionally equivalent to the original tool.  In this chapter we describe the analysis

facilities provided by the original StarTool and discuss the tool’s architecture.

A. StarTool Function

The StarTool program analysis tool developed in the UCSD Software

Evolution Laboratory assists programmers in planning restructuring projects on

software systems.  In particular, it helps in making encapsulation decisions by

displaying context graphs that provide information about the usage patterns of objects

within a software system.

1. Building Star Diagrams

After the user has specified a set of source files for analysis, the tool allows the

user to select objects of interest, typically variables.  These selections may be made

directly, from a window containing the text of one of the source files, or from a

window containing the results of a grep-like search of the source files (figure 3).
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Program objects selected by the user are placed into a star diagram root set.  At the

user’s request, the tool expands this set to include either all references to the selected

objects, or all references to all objects that have the same type as any selected object.

Once the user has populated the root set with all references of interest, the tool builds

and displays a directed graph, called a star diagram, based on those references.

Figure 3: Selecting Objects of Interest
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Figure 4 shows a star diagram for the variable nouns built for a program

consisting of four C source files.  The root of the diagram (the leftmost node in the

graph) contains all references to the variable itself.  The children of the root node are

the syntactic constructs that embed the root references; children designating identical

syntactic constructs, such as the 16 array references, are stacked into a single node in

the display.  Similarly, the grandchildren of the root node are the syntactic constructs

that embed the child nodes, and so on out to the leaves of the diagram, which are

nodes representing source files.  In order to reduce clutter in the display and

emphasize more important context information, nodes for subprograms and files are

each represented by single node in the display, rather than being replicated.

Figure 4: A Star Diagram Window for the Variable nouns
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2. Annotating and Trimming Star Diagram Paths

Since the stacked nodes in a star diagram represent multiple, identical uses of

an object, they point out the most likely candidates for abstract operations on the

object in a restructured system.  The tool supports restructuring planning by allowing

the user to select a node in the star diagram display and attach descriptive text to the

path that leads from the root object to the selected node.  These paths may also be

trimmed from (and, if desired, later restored to) the star diagram display.  By trimming

paths from the display and annotating each with a description of its place in the new

module, the user can iteratively define an interface to a planned abstract module.

Figure 5 shows the nouns diagram after references to the meaning field have been

trimmed, and figure 6 shows the corresponding entry in the star diagram’s trim panel.
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Figure 5: nouns Star Diagram After Trimming meaning Field References

Figure 6: Trim Panel Entry for meaning Field References

3. Eliding Uninteresting Star Diagram Nodes

Because large star diagrams can contain thousands of nodes, the tool allows the

user to remove uninteresting nodes from the display.  A frame in the upper-left corner
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of the diagram window presents the user with a selection of node attributes (figure 7);

nodes possessing any attribute selected by the user are elided.  The node is removed

from the display and connections joining the node to a parent are redirected to the

node’s children.  Such elision can significantly reduce the size of large diagrams and

give the user a clearer view of the usage of program objects (figure 8).  The tool

allows elision based on syntactic category (e.g. case statements, function declarations),

stacking, distance from the root node, and pattern matching on the text of the node

label [Nguy97].
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Figure 7: The Star Diagram Elision Panel

Figure 8: nouns Star Diagram After Eliding if , case, File, and Array Reference Nodes
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B. StarTool Architecture

The StarTool sources comprise 140 C/C++ files, totaling approximately 50,000

lines of code, and 22 Tcl/Tk files, totaling approximately 8000 lines of code.3  The

architecture divides responsibility for building and maintaining information into three

layers [Nguy97].  The bottommost layer, written in C/C++, has responsibility for

preprocessed C source files and ASTs.  It exports functions for retrieving source files,

building ASTs from source, locating the AST node corresponding to a particular

location in a source file, and querying the attributes of individual AST nodes.  The

middle layer, also written in C/C++, constructs and maintains star diagrams.  Given a

set of AST nodes (the root set), it locates additional references to the identifiers in the

set and builds a tree structure to represent the star diagram with the expanded set at its

root.  This middle layer handles the need to group AST nodes with identical syntactic

contexts into a single star diagram node.  It exports functions for constructing star

diagrams and for querying the attributes of nodes in the resulting tree.  The topmost

layer, written in Tcl/Tk, handles all interactions with the user, including the display of

star diagrams.  This layer takes care of merging file and subprogram nodes and eliding

user-specified classes of nodes in the display.

                                                          
3 About 18,000 lines of the C++ code came from the Gnu C++ library.  We were unable to determine
whether any of this code was modified when it was incorporated into StarTool.
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C. Upper-Layer Dependence on Program Representation

Since responsibility for source files and ASTs lies with the bottommost level

of the StarTool architecture, it is conceivable that we could switch to other program

representations simply by replacing this layer.  Because representation independence

was not a goal of the original tool design, however, it is not surprising to find that

knowledge of the underlying program representation spreads into the middle and

upper layers of the tool.  This embedded dependence appears both explicitly, in the

form of upper-layer calls to lower-layer representation routines, and implicitly, in the

form of upper-layer assumptions about the values returned by lower-layer routines.

1. Explicit Dependence

The tool's construction of star diagram node labels illustrates explicit

dependence on the underlying program representation.  Along with expressing the

syntactic construct represented by the star diagram node, node labels also indicate the

placement of the parent node within the construct.  For example, consider a star

diagram for the identifier condition built for the following program fragment.

if (a < 5) condition = 0; if (condition) someFunction();
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The label of the node for the first if statement would be "if:then", while the

label of the node for the second would be "if:test".  The label includes positional

context information for the identifier of interest.

The desire to include such context in star diagram labels led the original

designers to place the responsibility for label creation into the middle layer of the tool.

However, this label creation involves a great deal of representation-dependent testing

to determine the syntactic category of AST nodes.  Figure 9 shows a portion of the

code for the middle-layer createlabel function.  The calls to isa, get_body, get_test,

and is_ancestor_of are all representation-dependent, as are the references to the

constant IFSTMT and the classes IfStmt, Expression, and Statement.

String createlabel(const ASTnode *item, const ASTnode *context) {

    switch(item-> isa ()) {

    case IFSTMT: {
      const IfStmt  *ifstmt = ( IfStmt  *)item;
      const Expression  *test = ifstmt-> get_test ();
      if (test == context || test-> is_ancestor_of (context))
        return "if:test";
      const Statement  *body = ifstmt-> get_body ();
      if (body == context || body-> is_ancestor_of (context))
        return "if:then";
      return "if:else";
    }

      ...

    }

}

Figure 9: The Middle-Layer createlabel Function
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2. Implicit Dependence

Code that categorizes star diagram nodes in the upper layer of StarTool

frequently incorporates implicit dependence on the underlying program representation.

For example, in order to perform the user-directed node elision described in section II-

A, the Tcl/Tk code needs to determine which nodes fall into the selected elision

categories.  Although some elision categories, such as stacking and distance from the

root node, can be determined directly from the displayed tree, the syntactic elision

categories require knowledge about attributes of the AST nodes contained within star

diagram nodes.  The upper layer of the tool typically determines this information by

comparing star node labels against patterns known to be generated by the lower layers.

Figure 10 shows a typical example of this pattern matching on labels in a function that

determines whether a node represents a C looping statement.

proc isLoop_node { label } {
  if { [string match While* $label] ||
       [string match Do* $label] ||
       [string match For* $label] } {
    return 1
  } else { return 0 }
}

Figure 10: The Upper-Layer isLoop_node Function
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3. Detecting Upper-Layer Dependencies

Since explicit dependence on the underlying program representation involved

references to identifiers exported by the representation interface, determining where

changes needed to made in order to provide representation independence required only

simple searches of the tool source code.  Implicit dependence, however, was much

more difficult to detect.  Many cases where the code relied on particular values

returned from lower layers did not become evident until the value was changed and

some aspect of the tool ceased to function.
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CHAPTER III: THE RESTRUCTURING PROCESS

Because we believed that the issues raised by providing representation

independence and source language independence were largely orthogonal, we decided

to separate the restructuring process into two phases, examining representation

independence first and postponing language independence until later.

A. Restructuring for Program Representation Independence

1. Retargeting to the Ponder Program Representation

The immediate goal of the first phase was to retarget the tool from a tool-

specific, C program AST representation [Gray97] to C program ASTs generated by

the Ponder language toolkit [Gris95].  Ponder combines a yacc-like grammar

specification tool with data structure libraries and facilities for building and examining

generic program ASTs and symbol tables.  The process of adapting Ponder to a

particular programming language consists of writing augmented yacc grammar rules

to build the AST and symbol table.  A C adaptation of Ponder existed when we began

restructuring, so we had Ponder library routines available that could be invoked to

build Ponder ASTs from C source programs and examine the results.  Figure 11 lists

the Ponder C facilities used by the adaptation.
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// Builds a Ponder AST from a C source file.
AstNode ProcessCppFile(char *)

// Regenerates C source code from an AST.
char *deconstruct_file(AstNode)

// AST-traversal routines to return the leftmost child, parent, and
// right sibling of an AST node.
AstNode AstGetChild(AstNode)
AstNode AstParent(AstNode)
AstNode AstRight(AstNode)

// AST node classification routines.
int AstGetToken(AstNode)
int AstGetType(AstNode)
int IsExpressionNode(AstNode)

// Routines to access symbol table name, declaration, and type
// information for identifiers.
Symbol AstGetSymbol(AstNode)
char *Symbol_Name(Symbol)
AstNode Identifier_Object(AstNode)
Type TypeOf(Symbol)

Figure 11: Ponder Routines Used by the Retargeted Tool

2. Factoring Representation-Dependent Routines

Simply replacing existing calls to AST-manipulation routines by calls to

equivalent Ponder C library functions would not have supported our goal of easing

adaptation to other program representations.  Instead, we wished to isolate program

representation details in a separate adaptation module of the architecture—one that we

could later re-implement when adapting to other representations.  Achieving this

isolation required factoring higher-layer routines into representation-dependent and

representation-independent code, then rewriting the representation-dependent code

using the services defined by our adaptation module.  Figure 12 illustrates this process.

When performing this factoring, we attempted to retain as much of the algorithm in
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the higher layers of the tool as possible, moving only the aspects of AST information

retrieval into the new module.  This served our long-term goal of easing the adaptation

of the tool to a new program representation by limiting the complexity of the functions

in the adaptation module.

Figure 12: Isolating Representation-Dependent Code

The black square represents the representation-dependent portion of an upper-level routine.

As an example of factoring, consider the createlabel function of figure 9.  To

provide representation independence, the categorization of AST nodes clearly needs to

be made part of the adaptation module.  One approach is to move all responsibility for

label production into the representation-dependent code; the adaptation module

interface would then include a function very similar to createlabel.  However, the

modification of labels based on usage context can be done generically if the context

relationship between parent and child nodes can be determined.  Using the Ponder

libraries as a model, we include parent, leftmost child, and right sibling functions in

Tool Upper Levels

Program Representation

Program Representation

Tool Upper Levels

Adaptation Module Interface
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the adaptation module interface.  With these functions in place, the adaptation module

implementation can return a label that includes placeholders for all possible contexts,

leaving responsibility for producing a context-specific label to generic code. The

Ponder C adaptation module implementation returns "if ( @1 ) { @2 } { @3 }" for a C

if statement, and the generic code compares the context node against each child of the

if statement node in order to determine which of the three context placeholders should

remain a part of the label.

Note that the labels produced by this process differ from those produced by the

createlabel function (“if ( @ ) { } { }” as opposed to “if:test”, for example).  Because

a majority of the labels produced by the tool incorporate positional markers—rather

than descriptive text—to indicate syntactic relationships, this change in label format

was made early in the restructuring process in order to provide consistency.  However,

it is important to note that the separation-of-responsibility policies used preclude

production of the original labels, which require references to both parent and child

AST nodes (available only to the generic code) and information about the specific

syntactic relationship between them (available only to the adaptation module

implementation).
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3. The Representation-Independent Adaptation Module Interface

Figure 13 lists the adaptation module interface generated by the first phase of

restructuring.  The routine ast_elaborate provides a means for adaptations to do

representation-specific initialization.4  We include ast_label_child_character in the

interface because choosing a fixed character might complicate label production for

some adaptation.  The remaining routines each support specific functions of the tool.

The file→AST mapping functions (file_AstNode, find_AstNode) provide the means for

allowing the tool user to select AST nodes by clicking on the file text.  The AST→file

mapping functions (ast_file, ast_begin, ast_end) and file attribute function (file_text)

provide the means for highlighting the text corresponding to star diagram nodes

selected by the user.  The AST node attribute functions (ast_label, ast_skip_test,

similar) provide the means for grouping AST nodes into star diagram nodes and

displaying the results.  Finally, the AST traversal functions (ast_child, ast_parent,

ast_sibling) allow the tool to walk the AST in order to build star diagrams, construct

star diagram node labels, and separate trimmed star arms from the remainder of the

graph.

                                                          
4 Specifically, the Ponder adaptation layer implementation needs to process –I command-line switches
in order to locate included files.
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// Performs any actions necessary to ready the module for use.  The
// parameters are those specified on invocation of the tool.
int ast_elaborate(int& argc, char* argv[]);

// Indicates whether two nodes are "similar".
enum SimilarityTypes {SAME_SYMBOL, SAME_TYPE};
int similar(const AstNode left, const AstNode right,
            SimilarityTypes similarity);

// Returns a label representing the node.  This may contain
// occurrences of ast_label_child_character() followed by a number;
// these represent the context of a particular child of this node.
char ast_label_child_character();
String ast_label(const AstNode item);

// Returns True iff the node may be ignored for the purposes of
// constructing a star diagram; it's syntactic fluff we can ignore.
int ast_skip_test(const AstNode item);

struct Position {
  int line, column;
};
//  Functions that perform AST-file mapping.
String ast_file(const AstNode item);
Position ast_begins(const AstNode item);
Position ast_ends(const AstNode item);

// Relatives of an AstNode in its tree.
AstNode ast_child(const AstNode item);
AstNode ast_parent(const AstNode item);
AstNode ast_sibling(const AstNode item);

// Returns an AST representing the contents of a source file.
AstNode file_AstNode(const String &pathname);

//  Returns the complete program from which an AST was generated.
char* file_text(const AstNode item);

//  Returns the node that most tightly spans a range of source text.
AstNode find_AstNode(const AstNode start_node, const Position start,
                     const Position end);

Figure 13: The Adaptation Module Interface.

Inclusion of the file_text function requires some explanation.  Neither the tool-

specific nor the Ponder AST representations include accurate source position
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information for AST nodes.  Both implementations regenerate C source text from

ASTs in order to support mappings between file text and AST nodes.  Since the

necessity and process of such regeneration requires representation-specific knowledge,

the responsibility for generating source file text is included in the interface.

The adaptation interface module’s AST traversal functions match those of the

Ponder library routines.  During initial restructuring, the left child/right sibling

interface seemed to provide a sufficiently generic model that could be easily supported

by any underlying program representation.  As noted in section III-C below, this

model proved to fit poorly the program representation used by the Gnat Ada compiler.

4. Results of the Ponder C Retarget

The implementation of this interface using the Ponder libraries proved to be

straightforward.  Only two functions, ast_label and file_text, required more than 15

lines of code.  The entire adaptation, including regeneration of source text and storage

of mappings between AST nodes and source positions, required approximately 1000

lines of code.  The adaptation process took approximately three months, with most of

this time devoted to the restructuring required to extract the representation-dependent

portions from the remainder of the tool.
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B. Retargeting for Language Independence

We next moved to the issue of easing adaptation to different programming

languages.  As a first project, we decided to retarget the tool to work with programs

written in Tcl/Tk [Oust94].  Two considerations motivated this choice of language.

First, by choosing a source language with significant grammatical and semantic

differences from C, we expected to quickly expose many assumptions about the source

language that were embedded in the tool.  Second, since the top layer of the tool was

written in Tcl/Tk, an adaptation to that language would support our ongoing efforts to

restructure the tool code.

1. Tcl/Tk Grammar

Appendix A discusses Tcl/Tk grammar and semantics.  Here, we summarize

the most important language features from the standpoint of our retarget.  Tcl/Tk has

no reserved words and assigns significance to only a few punctuation characters.  A

Tcl/Tk command consists of a series of words separated by whitespace (tabs and

spaces) and is terminated by a semicolon or newline. The first word in a command is

the name of the command to be invoked; the remaining words are command

arguments.  Individual words may contain whitespace or newlines if the word is

enclosed in double quotes ("") or in braces ({}).  A Tcl/Tk program may define new

commands by invoking the predefined proc command.  Tcl/Tk variables are
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dynamically typed, need not be declared before use, and have scope local to the

containing proc unless specifically declared to be global.  Variable contents may be

inserted in a command by preceding the variable name with a dollar sign ($) in any

command word.  These contents are interpreted as strings, numbers, or structures

depending on context.  Figure 14 shows a typical Tcl/Tk proc.

2. Language-Dependent Features of the Project Window

Two small language dependencies encountered in the early stages of our

retarget were easily removed.  The tool’s project window identified the tool as the "C

Program Restructuring Tool."  Although adding a function to the adaptation module

interface to return the language name would have been trivial, the identification of the

source language in the initial window seemed to add little to the tool, and so it was

deleted.  Next, during file selection, the tool used "*.c" as a filter for identifying files

of interest.  We added the file_filters function, which returns a set of filters for

identifying files of interest, to the adaptation module interface in order to support this

functionality in a language-independent manner.
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proc add_string_entry {tree container} {

  global TRIMFLAG
  global TRIMSTRING

  set starID [treename_2_starid $tree]
  set position 0
  while {[info exists TRIMSTRING($starID,$position)]} {
    incr position
  }
  set entryname $container.string$position

  if {$position == 0} {
    set button_label "Next String"
    set button_command "add_string_entry $tree $container"
  } else {
    set button_label Remove
    set button_command \
        "destroy_string_entry $tree $container $position"
  }

  frame $entryname -width 100
  checkbutton $entryname.check -text "String" -variable \
        TRIMFLAG($starID,String$position) -anchor w
  entry $entryname.entry -width 20 -relief sunken -bd 2 \
        -textvariable TRIMSTRING($starID,$position)
  button $entryname.button -text $button_label \
         -command $button_command
  pack $entryname.check $entryname.entry $entryname.button
  pack $entryname -fill x -expand 1

  set TRIMFLAG($starID,String$position) 0
  set TRIMSTRING($starID,$position) ""

}

Figure 14: An Example of Tcl/Tk Code

3. Language-Dependent Features of Star Diagram Displays

The first significant incompatibility we encountered between StarTool and the

Tcl/Tk retarget involved the elision facilities of star diagram windows described in

section II-A-3.  StarTool allows elision of case statements, loop statements (do, while,
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and for), and if statements, as well as file and function nodes.  Although Tcl/Tk

includes all these constructs, they appear somewhat different to the programmer, and

the AST representation for Tcl/Tk programs includes other types of nodes that are

better candidates for elision.

This led to the insight that elision based upon the syntactic categories of nodes

is dependent on both the language and the underlying program representation.

Although syntactic categories are defined by the adaptation, their use for elision is

wholly contained within the generic tool code.  To elide nodes from a star diagram

display, the generic portion of the tool needs to be able to test whether an AST node

belongs to one of the elision categories defined by the adaptation module

implementation and selected by the user.  This can be viewed as a new, tool-specific

AST node attribute, elidable, that the adaptation module implementation must

synthesize from other attributes of the node.

We added two new functions to the adaptation module interface to support

specifying and testing this new attribute.  The ast_elision_attributes function returns a

set of AST node attributes (represented as strings) that can make a node subject to

elision.  The generic portion of the tool includes the elements of this set, without

interpretation, in the elision panel of star diagram windows (figure 15).  Once the user

has selected one of these attributes, the generic tool code calls the other new adaptable

interface function, ast_has_attribute, passing the elision attribute and an AST node.
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The function indicates whether the node has the specified attribute, and nodes passing

this test are trimmed from the display.  Implementing these functions was trivial.  In

both the C and Tcl/Tk versions of the tool ast_elision_attributes required a single line

of code and ast_has_attribute required fewer than 10.

Figure 15: Elision Panel in the C (Left) and Tcl/Tk Versions of the Tool

4. Language-Dependent Features in Building Star Diagrams

As mentioned in section II-A-1, the original StarTool allows users to build star

diagrams based either on references to selected objects, or on references to all objects

that have the same type as those selected.  It soon became apparent that building type-

based star diagrams makes no sense for a source language with dynamic typing.  On

the other hand, other bases for star diagrams that make little sense when examining C

sources, such as diagrams of all variables declared within a particular scope, prove to

be useful when analyzing Tcl/Tk sources.  This led us to conclude that the criteria for
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grouping AST nodes in a star diagram root set should be considered language-

dependent information to be provided by the adaptation module.  Since our

SimilarityTypes enumeration for specifying similarities could not provide for

language-specific similarity tests, we replaced it by expanding the concept of tool-

defined AST attributes.  We added a new function to the adaptation module interface,

ast_similarity_attributes, to return a set of AST node attributes that may relate a pair

of nodes.  Again, we modified the generic portion of the tool to display these attributes

to the user without interpretation (figure 16).  When determining which nodes to

include when expanding a star diagram root set with similar nodes, the generic portion

of the tool passes the user's selection to the similar function along with each pair of

nodes.  Nodes passing this test are included in the root set.

Figure 16: Star Diagram Type Selection in the C (Left) and Tcl/Tk Versions of the Tool

5. Results of the Tcl/Tk Retarget

With these changes in place, we completed the Tcl/Tk version of the tool in

approximately a week.  Because the Tcl/Tk AST is designed specifically to support
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the tool, it contains all the information, such as source range mappings, needed by the

adaptation module interface, making the implementation correspondingly simple.  The

adaptation module implementation for the Tcl/Tk version of the tool contains just

under than 300 lines of code.  The Tcl/Tk parser and AST generator together consist

of about 550 lines of code, plus a yacc grammar file of about 150 lines.

C. Retargeting to an Existing Representation

We next turned to the issue of adapting our interface to program

representations defined by others.  We initially designed our adaptation module

interface with the Ponder libraries in mind, and the Tcl/Tk AST was designed

specifically to support this interface.  Although both retargets had proved useful in

exposing questions about the structure of the adaptation module interface, neither

addressed our initial goal of providing an interface that would allow adapters to easily

take advantage of existing program representations.

1. Choosing a Representation

We wished to make either Ada or Fortran the next adaptation target, because

large bodies of complex code exist in each language.  After examining a few

possibilities, we decided to retarget the tool to the Gnu Ada compiler, Gnat, which

provides facilities for manipulating a well-documented representation of source
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programs [Dewa94].  The Gnat program representation is an AST structure with

embedded information about program symbols.  Since the compiler sources are freely

available, we were able to examine existing code that manipulated the program

representation in order to determine how to extract the information needed by our

adaptation module.

2. Source Ranges in the Gnat Ada Program Representation

Our first problem in this retarget involved mapping AST nodes to source file

text.  Unlike the Ponder C AST, which provides no source mapping information, or

our Tcl/Tk AST, which provides a full source range in each node, the Gnat AST

includes in each node a single representative source position for the text that generated

the node.  We were able to expand this position into the full source range required by

the adaptation module interface by incorporating the ranges of children of interior

nodes and by doing some searching through the source file text to find bracketing text,

such as terminating semicolons.  By doing this, we avoided the need to regenerate

source text from the AST and were able to display source files to the user.

3. Merged Nodes as a Language-Dependent Feature

Retargeting to Ada exposed another language-dependent aspect of star diagram

displays, similar to the elision categories discussed above.  As noted in section II-A-1,
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StarTool merges subprogram and file nodes in order to reduce clutter and emphasize

the program’s internal structure.  The modules of Ada programs are comprised of

compilation units such as package and task bodies, rather than files.  Unlike in C and

Tcl/Tk, in Ada these constructs may be nested, and examination of star diagrams built

from the Gnat AST revealed that merging these nested constructs would provide better

information to the user.  This led to the conclusion that the adaptation module needed

to support a new, tool-specific attribute of AST nodes, mergable.  In order to support

this new attribute, we added the function ast_merging_attributes to the interface and

expanded the ast_has_attribute function to recognize the elements of the new attribute

set.

4. Limitations of the Generic Tree Traversal Model

The Gnat retarget led us to reconsider the AST traversal facilities of the

adaptation module interface.  Gnat AST nodes do not contain generic child references;

rather, the interface provides individual functions to return the subnodes of each kind

of node.  For example, an if statement node may be passed to functions named

Condition, Else_Statements, Elseif_Parts, and Else_Statements, each of which returns

a reference to a child node of the if statement.  Although the code to translate these

syntactic references into child and sibling references is straightforward, the frequency

of traversals slowed the tool enough to warrant caching this information, along with

the full source range for each node, during an initial walk of the AST.  The case
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statement used to do this translation required 700 lines of code, significantly

increasing the size of the implementation.

This misfit between models led us to realize that the adaptation module

interface provides no way to exploit opportunities for optimization present in other

program representations.  The tool uses the interface traversal routines to gather

similar nodes, such as references to a single identifier, into a star diagram root set.

This information may be available in a concise form, such as a definition-use chain,

within the program representation; however, lacking any means of using this efficient

representation, the tool will visit every node in the AST in order to gather the

references.  Section IV-A explores this problem in detail.

5. Results of the Gnat Ada Retarget

The Gnat retarget required approximately two weeks of work, the bulk of

which was devoted to gaining sufficient understanding of the Gnat AST.  The

implementation consists of approximately 2000 lines of code.  Note that this is twice

the size of the implementation for Ponder C, even though the latter includes a

significant amount of additional code to regenerate source text from ASTs.  Along

with the increase in code size noted above from reference translation, the relative

complexity of the Ada language increases the number of different node types in the

AST, further expanding the adaptation module implementation.  As one point of
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comparison, the ast_label function in the Gnat adaptation required about 400 lines of

code, more than twice the code of the same function in the Ponder C adaptation.

Determination of full source ranges for AST nodes added another 400 lines of code.

D. Feature Expansion

During the development of the Gnat adaptation, an independent project added

the ability to browse global identifiers to the Ponder C version of the tool.  This

feature was initially implemented by expanding ast_has_attribute to recognize a

specific attribute tag for global identifiers.  However, it seemed likely that different

languages would define varying items worth browsing—packages in Ada or classes in

object-oriented languages, for example.  In consistent fashion with the other tool-

specific AST node attributes identified previously, we added ast_browsing_attributes

to the adaptable interface and modified ast_has_attribute to recognize the elements of

this new set.  Implementing this new feature added fewer than 10 lines to each of the

three retargets.
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CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION

A. Approaches Used in the Adaptation Module Interface

Although our adaptation module interface provides equally for independence

from the underlying program representation and the source language being analyzed,

the approaches we used to achieve these two types of independence are quite different.

We provide representation independence by including in the interface a set of low-

level, AST-based operations that allow the generic portion of the tool to navigate the

representation.  In contrast, the interface functions that provide language independence

make no attempt to generalize language features.  Instead, they each provide

information that is specific to a particular StarTool operation.  Although both

approaches ease transition to other environments, the latter approach has proved to be

the more flexible of the two.

1. The Difficulty in Black Box Reuse

Kiczales noted the difficulties encountered when attempting to adapt general

services to specific uses [Kicz92].  Although the implementation of a service may be

hidden behind a well-defined, abstract interface, details of the implementation can

become evident through the degradation of software performance or structure when a

client uses the service in an unanticipated manner.  For example, the designer of a
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spreadsheet application that uses a general window service might decide to represent

each individual spreadsheet cell as a window.  Such an approach, although reasonable

in terms of the window service interface, would likely result in very poor performance

due to the overhead of managing such a large number of windows.

Kiczales discusses the reuse problem in situations where the client of a service

attempts to adapt to a pre-defined service module interface.  Our experience shows

that similar problems may arise even if the interface for the service (the StarTool

adaptation module) is developed specifically for the client (the StarTool analysis

code).  To ease portability between program representations, we define a “black box”

interface to the adaptation module that provides very basic services for traversing a

program representation—services that we felt could be easily supported by any target

representation.  As noted in section III-C-4, we encountered unexpected problems

when implementing these services for the Gnat Ada AST—our first independently

developed target representation.  Although writing a Gnat-based implementation was

straightforward, the result carried performance penalties sufficient to warrant caching

the results, thereby significantly increasing the size of the implementation code.  This

bears close resemblance to the spreadsheet example above.  In both cases, the service

interface provides a poor mapping between facilities present in the service

implementation and the needs of the client.
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2. A Tool-Centered Approach to Independence

One approach to language independence would identify general concepts that

appear in most programming languages and provide routines to manipulate those

concepts.  For example, since the original version of StarTool provided elision on

loops, we could include an interface function to test whether an AST node represents

whatever looping construct the source language defines.  Instead, our language

independence functions provide highly specialized information to the upper levels of

the tool.  Rather than answering queries about general attributes of AST nodes (“Is this

node a loop?”), these functions extend the attributes of AST nodes to cover specific

needs of the tool (“Is this node mergable?”).  This approach has proved to be

extremely flexible.  We have used it both to eliminate existing language dependencies,

such as the elision selections and types of merged nodes, and to add new functionality

(the tool object browser) in a language-independent fashion.

Our ability to use this approach rests on our decision to define a tool-centered,

rather than language-centered, set of routines for language independence.  Functions

such as ast_elision_categories, ast_merging_categories, and file_filters return

information specific to particular aspects of the tool.  In contrast, our interface

functions that provide representation independence, such as ast_sibling and ast_child,

support no specific tool aspect—they might appear in any program that manipulates an

AST.  Because of this contrast, optimizing language-oriented tool functions in a
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particular implementation of our adaptation module is much easier than optimizing

representation-oriented ones.

We need not have limited the use of this tool-centered approach to providing

language independence.  A similarly tool-centered approach to representation

independence might include a next_similar function as part of the adaptation module

interface, leaving the details of AST traversal to the implementation.  Such a function

would support the optimization based on definition-use chains mentioned in section

III-C-4.

3. Flexible Black Box Interfaces

We can view the interface for a black box service as lying on a continuum

between the client and the implementation (figure 17).  A high-level interface placed

near the client will express the service provided through abstract functions that closely

match the client’s requirements, while a low-level interface will contain more client-

independent functions that provide more basic services.  Kiczales advocates adding to

black box interfaces entries that allow clients to “tune” the service.  In the windowing

example above, such an entry might take the form of a function that allows the client

to indicate that the implementation should use lightweight data structures to represent

windows.  Moving the interface downward by exposing some details of the

implementation facilitates optimization of the service.
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Figure 17: Placement of a Black Box Service Interface

In contrast, we found that, in the case of the StarTool adaptation module,

moving the interface up provided far better support for optimization.  By including

low-level program representation functions in our black box interface, we force every

service implementation to provide only general information about the program, even

when more specialized information of interest to the tool is available.  On the other

hand, the language functions in our interface provide very high-level (client-specific)

information and make optimization in a particular implementation much easier.

Note that our adaptable StarTool represents a single, fixed client

implementation that we move between multiple service implementations.  This

reverses the typical use of black boxes, where a single service implementation

supports multiple clients.  We can tie together Kiczales’s recommendations and our

experience by noting that, in both cases, optimizing a black box implementation is

facilitated by placing the service interface close to the fixed side of the client/service

relationship.  By moving the interface away from the changing side, we give the

Client

Black Box
Service

Client/Service Interface

Concrete, client-independent

Abstract, client-specific
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designers of the multiple implementations the flexibility necessary to take advantage

of opportunities for optimization.

B. Applicability to Other Tools

Several features of StarTool may have made the tool particularly amenable to

the approach we used.

1. Modularity of the StarTool Architecture

Our approach inserted a narrow adaptation module between the analysis

portion of the tool and its program representation.  The StarTool design uses a layer-

based architecture, simplifying the insertion of a new adaptation module.  The lowest

layer of this architecture already somewhat isolated details of the program

representation, although this isolation was far from complete.  These facts are unlikely

to limit the applicability of our approach, however.  We believe that most designers of

program analysis tools will find it convenient to segregate the program representation.

The availability of automated program parsing tools such as yacc encourages the

isolation of program representation construction in a separate module of the

architecture.  The degree to which the interface in a particular tool exposes details of

the program representation will determine the amount of effort necessary to complete

the separation of the analysis and representation portions of the tool.
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2. Similarity of AST Designs

StarTool bases its analysis on an AST model of source programs.  As a well-

researched means of representing source programs, the details of constructing ASTs

are relatively well understood, and diverse ASTs display a number of common

characteristics.  In contrast, defining a narrow adaptation module interface for a tool

that performs its analysis on three-address code, for example, might prove

significantly more difficult.  We consider the adaptation of our approach to tools that

analyze other program representations to be an interesting topic for further research.

3. Simplicity of Analysis

The star diagrams displayed by StarTool—the final product of the tool’s

analysis—are very closely related to the program representation.  The display

presented to the user in a star diagram consists of collections of AST nodes and links,

grouped to convey information about usage context.  A tool that performs more

intensive analysis on its underlying program representation may be considerably more

dependent on details of the representation.  Although the adaptation module interface

for such a tool would likely be more complex than StarTool’s, we believe our

approach would apply at least as well.  Separating the analysis and representation

modules in a tool that performs intensive analysis would provide much greater savings
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to adapters, who could reuse the entire analysis portion of the tool.  The effort invested

in implementing a more complex adaptation module should be more than offset by the

ability to reuse the analysis code without modification.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION

A. The StarTool Program Family

The StarTool program family now consists of five members: the original

StarTool program, Korman’s Java-based Elbereth, and the Ponder C, Tcl/Tk, and Gnu

Ada retargets produced by our project.  Figure 18 illustrates the relationships between

these family members.  Design decisions that distinguish the family members are

listed along the left-hand side of the figure.

Figure 18: The StarTool Program Family

No YesEncapsulated
Representation?

Elbereth StarToolBase Architecture

Elbereth CStar Polaris Twinkle Firefly

C Tcl/Tk AdaSource Language

Ponder TclParse GnatProgram
Representation
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B. Contributions of the Project

A Method for Adapting Program Analysis Tools to Multiple Source

Languages.  We have developed a method for quickly adapting program analysis

tools to new source languages.  Modifying StarTool to reuse existing program

representations has significantly reduced the amount of time and effort required to

produce versions of the tool that analyze additional source languages.  Two weeks’

work and 300–2000 lines of adaptive code have sufficed to retarget our adaptable

version of StarTool to dissimilar representations of diverse source languages.  This

represents considerable savings from the 3½ months’ effort and 9000 lines of code

required to develop Elbereth.

On the other hand, the usefulness of restructuring in our process is less clear.

Our initial restructuring phase required three months’ work—nearly as long Elbereth’s

development time.  This indicates that developing our adaptable version of StarTool

from scratch, rather than by restructuring the existing sources, might have proved to be

a better approach.

The steps of our method are:

• Isolate program representation details in a separate adaptation module of the tool

architecture.  This can be done during the initial tool design or during a later

restructuring or re-writing of the tool.
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• Develop an abstract, representation-independent interface to this adaptation

module.  As mentioned in section IV-A, each entry in this interface should provide

information specific to a single aspect of the tool.

• Write (or re-write) the analysis sections of the tool to in terms of this adaptation

module interface.

• Identify an existing program representation that supports the source language of

interest.  Such a representation may be available from a compiler or from another

program analysis tool.

• Write an implementation of the adaptation module interface that uses the

information provided by the existing program representation to fulfill requests

made by the analysis portions of the tool.

Note that the first three steps of our method only need to be done once, during

the initial development of the adaptation module interface.  Our second and third

adaptations of StarTool exposed additional language-dependent aspects of the

program, but isolating these aspects required only small modifications to our

adaptation module interface and implementations.

Insights into Service Interface Design.  In situations where client code

remains fixed while service code changes, we have discovered that defining a client-

specific interface to the service can result in a more efficient and compact

implementation.  By expressing the service in terms of high-level operations, we allow
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more flexibility in the design and implementation of the service code.  This flexibility

gives the implementers the ability to take advantage of particular features of the

underlying system that can efficiently satisfy service requests.

An Easily Adapted StarTool.  We have provided a means for producing new

versions of StarTool with minimal effort.  An adapter can produce a version of

StarTool that will work with a different language or program representation by

investing 1–2 weeks of effort.  This new version will automatically encompass all the

functionality of the existing versions, and aspects of the tool may be easily tailored to

the source language of interest.

StarTool Adaptations for Multiple Languages.  We have produced versions

of StarTool for the C, Tcl/Tk, and Ada languages.

A Tcl/Tk Parser.  As a byproduct of our work to produce a version of

StarTool for Tcl/Tk, we have developed a lexer and parser that transforms Tcl/Tk

programs into ASTs.

We plan to make this work available through the UCSD Software Evolution

Laboratory web page, http://www-cse.ucsd.edu/users/wgg/swevolution.html.
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C. Future Work

We would like to modify our adaptation module interface to test whether a

tool-centered approach would work as well for providing representation independence

as it has for language independence.

Although quite different syntactically, C, Tcl/Tk, and Ada all belong to the

class of imperative programming languages.  Extending the StarTool tool family to

include versions for object-oriented, functional and declarative languages would likely

expose additional assumptions within the generic tool code and lead to further

strengthening of the adaptation module interface.  We would also like to explore

methods for easily combining multiple family members in order to produce a multi-

language tool.

As the number of members in a program family grows, the amount of code

duplicated within multiple members will likely grow, as well.  For example, StarTool

family members built on program representations that contain accurate source

mapping information all will have near-identical implementations of the file_text

function.  This implies that program representation and source language are not atomic

decisions in the StarTool family tree design.  Instead, characteristics of the

representation and language chosen drive other choices in the tool architecture.
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Finally, we would like to apply our method to tools that analyze a more

complex program representation.  Attempting to isolate program representation details

in a separate module of a program slicing tool, for example, would help to determine

whether this approach is applicable to a variety of program analysis tools.
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APPENDIX A – STATIC ANALYSIS OF TCL/TK

The Tcl/Tk language has several features that make static analysis of programs

challenging.  Below we discuss the problems we encountered and the methods we

used to deal with them.

A. Lexical Analysis

The basic token of Tcl/Tk is the word—a sequence of any characters other than

tab and space, both of which terminate a word, or new-line and semicolon, both of

which terminate a command.  Tcl/Tk defines no reserved words and assigns special

meaning to only a few characters.  Double quotes ("" ) and braces ({}) each enclose a

single word; they allow individual words to contain any of the four terminators

mentioned above.  Brackets ([]) enclose a nested command.  Before executing a

command, the Tcl/Tk interpreter first executes any nested commands found in the

outer command’s words and replaces the nested command with its result.  The dollar

sign ($) serves a similar purpose for Tcl/Tk variables.  Before executing a command,

the Tcl/Tk interpreter replaces any occurrences of a dollar sign/variable name pair by

the value stored in the variable.  Array indices are enclosed in parentheses (())

following the variable name.  Comments are indicated by beginning the initial word of

a command with a sharp (#); they continue to the end of the line.  Finally, a backslash
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(\) may be used to override the special meaning of any of these characters—any

character preceded by a backslash is treated as simple text.

The characters assigned a special meaning by the language are not reserved,

and the interpreter treats some of them specially only when they appear in the proper

context.  So, for example, the closing brace in the Tcl/Tk command set foo } marks the

end of a word only if an unbalanced opening brace appears on some preceding line.

Otherwise, the character is the second argument to the set command (the value

assigned to the variable foo) and is treated as simple text.  Similarly, both set

a(sometext   ) and set a(sometext) are valid Tcl/Tk statements, but the two have very

different semantics.  The first stores a right parenthesis in a variable named

a(sometext, while the latter returns the value of the array a at index sometext.

We distinguish between special-purpose and simple textual uses of these

characters by retaining context information in our lexer.  Because the language

specifies that a word or command separator must precede an open quote or brace,

detecting special uses of these characters requires only that we retain the prior token.

We maintain a stack of unmatched opening quotes, braces, brackets, and parentheses

to distinguish between special-purpose and textual uses of the corresponding closing

characters.  Opening parentheses present the most trouble.  As noted in the example

above, distinguishing between special-purpose and textual uses of opening parentheses

can require considerable look-ahead to determine whether a closing parenthesis
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appears before the next separator.  To avoid such look-ahead, we treat each open

parenthesis as a special-purpose character, then coordinate error recovery between the

lexer and the parser if we reach a separator without finding a corresponding closing

parenthesis.

B. Parsing

The Tcl/Tk interpreter does no pre-parsing of words delimited by braces other

than to check for balanced nesting of braces.  Instead, the braced word is parsed as

necessary during program execution.  Because of this delayed parsing, for example,

the interpreter will not detect the missing close quote in the statement if 0 {puts " }.

Because the condition evaluates to false, the puts statement is never parsed5.

In contrast, our desire to locate all references to a selected object, no matter

what their nesting levels, means that our tool must analyze braced words.  The pitfall

in doing such analysis lies in the fact that Tcl/Tk also uses braces in much the same

fashion that other languages use quotes—to denote text that will never be interpreted,

such as strings displayed to the user.  For example, puts {"  is a double quote} is a

syntactically legal Tcl/Tk command.  Since the two uses of braces cannot be

distinguished statically, our parser must recover from failed analyses of braced words.

Figure 19 shows the grammar we use for parsing Tcl/Tk programs.

                                                          
5 Tcl/Tk version 8.0 includes a “just-in-time” compiler that detects this error.
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File ::= CommandList

CommandList ::= Command
              | CommandList <newline> Command
              | CommandList ; Command

Command ::= OptWhiteSpace
          | OptWhiteSpace WordList OptWhiteSpace

OptWhiteSpace ::=
                | <whitespace>

WordList ::= Word
           | WordList <whitespace> Word

Word ::= BracedWord
       | QuotedWord
       | ConcatWord

BracedWord ::= { CheckCommandList }

CheckCommandList ::= CommandList
                   | error

QuotedWord ::= " CheckCommandList "

ConcatWord ::= SimpleWord
             | ConcatWord SimpleWord

SimpleWord ::= <string>
             | Reference
             | Substitution

Reference ::= $ Identifier
            | ${ Identifier }
            | Identifier

Identifier ::= <identifier>
             | <identifier> ( OptWord )
             | <identifier> ( OptWord error

OptWord ::=
          | Word

Substitution ::= [ CommandList ]

Figure 19: A Grammar for Tcl/Tk
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